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-------------- (6) --------------------- Dept. of Egnlish ------------------------------------------Introduction :A cinema is a mixture of all arts like music, painting, poetry, literature etc. As the science
and technology have been developed, the format of the cinema has also changed. The recent cinema
has used advanced technology and the content of the cinema is also changing very rapidly. The
Hollywood, Bollywood and state level cinema have got a vast business market, so the film industry
is growing fast all over in the world. There has been growing interest and awareness of Indian
cinema in recent years, the movies produced in India have received an international recognition. The
majority of Indian cinemas are now produced with English sub titles, and thus many people around
the globe love to watch and get acquainted with Indian history, culture and society through the
movies.
Indian movies first began to speak in 1931. When the Imperial Movietone’s ‘Alam Ara’
was released at the majestic cinema on march 14, 1931. Now a days Hindi cinema industry which
popularly known as Bollywood has captured the international market. Bollywood is the industry
where highest numbers of movies are produced every year.
The Marathi cinema in a changing phase :The father of the Indian cinema is a Marathi person Dadasaheb Phalake, he was busy in
making mythological films under the banner of the Hindustan film company. For many years it was
believed that the first film made in Marathi language was Prabha film Company’s Ayodhecha Raja
(1932) evidence to the contrary was unearthed only recently in 1989 to be precise while preparing a
detailed year wise Marathi filmography for the Chitra Utsav organized by the Jagtik Marathi
Parishad. Now the first Marathi film is believed to be Master and Company’s Sant Tukaram released
before ten years of Anodhecha Raja. Prabhat film Company produced many Marathi movies and
dominated the Marathi cinema between 1930 to 1940. V. Shantaram formed Prabhat Film Company
and produced movies like, Kunku, Manoos Shejari etc.
The post independent period saw a major change in the pattern of the Indian film industry.
The states of Maharashtra and Gujarat are carved out the erstwhile Bombay presidency on 1st may
1960.
It was a time of emerging new directors and quality movies in the Marathi cinema. This
trend was continued in 1970 many Marathi movies won the audiences hearts. In 1970 the Marathi
cinema could not change to the new cinema it was happy in making comedy movies till 1990.
In the past few years specially after the year 2000 the Marathi cinema industry has
produced many film that are not only critically acclaimed but commercially successful as well. It has
brought fresh ideas, untouched subjects and deeper human sensitivity on the celluloid. Specially,
after 2004 when the Marathi film Shwas got an international recognition . The Marathi cinema has
got included of various subjects, so many new young directors and story writers have made the
Marathi cinema global.
The Theme of Casteism in the recent Marathi cinema :The recent Marathi cinema has reached to rural area from Mumbai-Pune region. It has
focused on the problem of farmers’ suicide rural politics, casteism, etc. ‘Jait re Jait’ by Jabbar Patel
is a movie which has shown the theme of casteism for the first time among rural Maharashtra.
Recently three Marathi movies i.e. Fandry Sairat and Khwada have also shown suppression due to
casteism.
(1) Fandry (2014) :Shaurya Publication, Latur | www.rjorunals.co.in | Email-hitechresearch11@gmail.com
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Nagraj Popatrao Manjule’s debut film Fandry ends with Jabya, a Dalit adolescent in poor
village in Maharashtra’s Marathwada region, expressing his anger by hurling a stone at his oppressor
calling him a ‘scoundrel’. The young Jabya, tormented by his inability to extricate himself from his
ancestral ‘work’ of hunting pigs, and humiliated by repeated taunts of Fandry (Pig) by his upper-caste
Co-villagers in full public view, converts his despair into rage. However, there is one major
difference between the two child characters by hitting the audience hard on the face, Jabya and
through him director Manjule declares a revolt on celluloid. His intention is not just to agitate, it is to
provoke us, the casteist audience.
The plot opens with Jabya and his school friend Pirya armed with a slingshot trying to catch
a bird (the Black Sparrow) in the wilderness. However the bird call that Punctuates the film is that of
the Red Wattled Capwing (Titawi), which is supposed to bring bad luck. The black Sparrow withits
distinctive forked tail, and the call of the red waffled lapwing occur repeatedly throughout the film.
The duo keep trying to catch the bird in the entire film for an unkown reason which is a later
explained in the film. According to a local legend, it is believed that when the ash obtained by
burning the black sparrow is sprinkled on someone, it hyprotizes them to fall in love with the person
sprinking it.
Jabya also befriends a bicycle mechanic named Chankya who sees his young self in the boy.
Chankya has once gotten married to a girl but she was soon forcefully taken away by her brother and
left him beaten very badly. Since then he has renounced family life and taken up refuge in
spirituality, mysticism and liquor. Jabya seeks support from Chankya in his quest to obtain his love,
which Chankya readily extends. Perhaps the idea sprinking the ash of black sparrow on Shalu is
suggested to Jabya by Chankya himself. The idea however, is excuted only in Jabya’s dream. Back in
the village a face of social politics is displayed over and over again as members of the segregated
village exploit and ruthlessly dehumanize Jabya and his family who co-operate in the act due to
poverty, fear and social hierarchies. The film reaches its climax in one such exploitation where Jabya
family reaches his tipping point and explodes in an impulse driven intense backlash against the
oppressors. He hurls a stone at one of the high-caste boys, whoever teasing Jabya and his family by
calling them “Fandry” (Pig). The stone is seen fast approaching towards the audience and the film
ends. The closing scene deliberately aims the stone at the audience which is not only a victim but also
a carrier of the exploitative caste based social system.
(2)Sairat (2016) :In Manjule’s second film Sairat has emerged as the first Marathi film to gross more Rs. 100
Crores. The more positions the issue of caste discrimination and caste-based violence centre stage,
which have been often denied or overlooked by main stream Marathi movies. If breaks away from the
dominant Brahmanical perspective that even today defines the main stream Marathi world view. The
film follows the story of Prashant Kale (Parshya), a low caste young boy, and Archana Patil (Archi),
a daughter of Upper caste landlord. Parshya although poor, has good academic record, is good at
reading and is the captain and the star player of the local cricket team. Archi is a strong willed girl,
known as a headstrong girl who enjoys masculine tasks like driving a tracter or riding a Royal Enfield
Bullet Motor Cycle. As the both study in a same college together, it is observed that they slowly start
falling for each other. Early on Archi’s large and mascular maternal cousin Manya tries to intervene
and beat up Parshya, but is ordered to stay away by Archi. They slowly find ways to spend time with
each other and fall in love.
At a celebrating of Archi’s misbehaved younger brother, Princes birthday, they are
discovered by Archis family. Archi’s father being politically connected proceeds to thrash Parshya
and his friends. Eventually realizing that there is no way out, Archi and Parshya make on attempt to
elope, however, they are discovered by police and takes into custody. There Archi’s father forces the
police to register a false complaint alleging that Archi was gang raped by Parshya and his friends.
Realizing this, Archi intervens and destroys the complaint, insisting that Parshya and his friends be
released. Soon after they are released, however, Archi’s father is goons begin to thrash Parshya and
his friends. Seeing this from a distance, Archi intervenes and seizes a pistol from the goons,
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threatening to fire, unless they are released soon Parshya and Archi catch a running train and escape
the confine of the small town to Hyderabad.
In the city of Hyderabad Archi and Parshya are broken and desperate Surviving off what
little they have, they try to accommodation in lodge but they are refused to accommodation. In
frustration, they sleep at the railway station contemplating their next move. In the right a few men
insist them to come to the police station. On the way, they begin to drag Parshya and beat him up,
while another attempts to rape Archie. However, a lady from nearby slum, Suman Akka bravely
intervenes, brandishing a stick, stepping in and saving the duo from the roughes, Akka stays with her
young son, Sanket.
(3) Khwada (2016) :
‘Khwada’ is in real sense is the life portrays of a community throught the eyes of a single
shepherd family. The film has black humour all through its narration. The pace of the overall story is
slow, but that is how the real life is. The life struggle, living on the road, problem without solutions
and constant hatred faced by Dhangar’s seems realistic through its protagonist, the film talk about the
entire shephered community and how their lives are unstable, full of changes and how at times, they
have to pay a heavy price for survival with dignity Khwada depicts all these obstacles through very
innovative day– to-day life of shepherds.
Fighting a legal battle for over 10 years in the hope of getting back his land from the forest
department the film narrates the story of Raghu Karhe who along with his wife and two sons- Panda
and Balu, his daughter-in-law and grandson, all of whom wander, shepherding sheep from one village
to another. Balu, a budding wrestler and a day dreamer foreseeing prosperity and good future in
agriculture hopes to find his family a permanent settlement instead of day – to –day wondering.
Conclusion :There has been marginal improvement, less pronounced in rural areas, in the condition of
those once considered ‘untouchables’. However the emergence of Dalit film-makers willing to
portray lived experiences on cinema, and an audience willing to appreciate such films, has surely
given same shape to a Dalit-centric cinematic paradigm and it is not surprising that this has emerged
in Maharashtra, the birthplace of Jyotiba Phule and Dr. Babasheb Ambedkar. This is not parallel
cinema, this is the new mainstream, However this is not a new phenomenon certainly not in Marathi
cinema. Looking at its history, we find that Dalit characters have figured at the centre right team the
pre-Ambedkarite days. For instance, ‘Dharmatma’ a film by V. Shantaram that was based on the life
of poet-sant Eknath.
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